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the history of grammar as we know it today begins with a
greek grammarian called aristoxenus (fourth century bc)
[note 5] and the most notable grammarians before him

were grammarians of latin, a language which we use in this
world. there are two kinds of grammarians: the first kind is

a grammarian who is a specialist of one particular language,
while the second kind is a grammarian who is a historian of
the various languages of the world. there is a third kind of

grammarian who is a historian of the languages of the world
and is a specialist of a particular language. the first kind of
grammarian is called a grammaticus and the second kind is

called a grammatica. there is a third kind of grammarian
who is a historian of the languages of the world and is a

specialist of a particular language and is called a
grammaticus linguae. there is one more kind of
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grammarian: a grammarian who is a specialist of one
particular language and is called a grammaticus. there is

one more kind of grammarian: a grammarian who is a
specialist of one particular language and is called a

grammatica. there is one more kind of grammarian: a
grammarian who is a specialist of one particular language
and is called a grammaticus linguae. his first book, higher
english grammar and composition was published in 1851.
the book was inspired by the work of william booth, who

had taught english to indians in the late eighteenth century.
his efforts at bringing english education to indians was to a

large extent the cause of sircar's success. the english
translation of this book was published in the urdu in 1876.
the book was a substantial and remarkable achievement

and set the standard of excellence which was being done by
other english schools of the time. the book was an

immediate success and was sold in millions. it was taught to
the whole of the new generation of educated indians, and

their children. it is said to have been used by both the
indian national congress and the bengal renaissance

movement. he also wrote textbooks for higher education
and other subjects. some of his textbooks are: english

grammar, composition, english for the pandits, english for
the zemindars, english for the manual workers, english for
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the bank clerks, english for the college students and english
for the nurses. the english for the nurses book is a

compilation of several speeches given by him. the title was
then the nurses' vocabulary and the book was published in

1856. in the same year, he published english for the
teachers, which was followed by english for the students.

this last book was dedicated to sircar's old friend and
mentor ishwar chandra vidyasagar, who had died in 1864.
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english grammar: a text-book of higher english grammar &
composition. a book written by p. k. de sarkar in bengali. it
is an english grammar book by the author p. de sarkar. this

book has details on the construction of sentences and a
guide to the language. the book offers a simple, clear and
clear explanation of the grammar system of the english

language. this book is meant for students, teachers, writers
and researchers in all related fields. it is a book for those

who want to master the basics of grammar and learn how to
speak and write clearly and concisely. the book was

published by dhananjay k. nandy in 1977. it is still selling. a
special edition was published in 1997. it has been

republished in 2007 by the publisher in the same year. a
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special edition was published in 2004 under the title english
grammar: a new text book of the new language of modern

life. in fact, the author himself is of the opinion that the
book should not be called an english grammar. he believes

that the title is misleading because it suggests that his book
is nothing but an english grammar. he believes that the
book is much more than that. he says: [6] the book is

something much more than the mere presentation of a
textbook for the english language; it is an attempt to

introduce a language which has been introduced in the
world and a culture which has been brought into existence
by the english. i do not like the word grammar. i do not like

the word english. they suggest that this is an english
grammar book; but my book is an attempt to present a
bengali grammar or bengali language which has been

brought into being by the english. in other words, the book
is not an english grammar book. my book is something

more than an english grammar book. 5ec8ef588b
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